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Modern and configurable CMMS user experience

UNIQUE FEATURES

Productivity
- 360 degree analysis of Maintenance
- Scheduling of Maintenance
- Spare part Maintenance

Intelligence
- Remote management of Resource
- Planning and Control through reports
- Performance Evaluation

Agility
- Configure, don’t code
- Highly customizable

CMMS represents a new era in CMMS with extreme flexibility, advanced functionality and superior power. By embracing the very latest programming technologies IPROSONIC goes beyond traditional CMMS and provides complete connectivity across all major platforms and devices, allowing you to move seamlessly throughout your organization with complete access to your maintenance system, anywhere, anytime on any device.

CMMS is an interactive front-office system that helps maintenance teams keep a record of all assets they are responsible for, to schedule and track maintenance tasks and to keep a historical record of work they performed. By issuing a Work order in the front-office, work orders can be shared and viewed across teams of field workers. This increases visibility, lets field-based teams know exactly what’s required to successfully execute and close the work order, taking into account the customer’s preferences and the availability of resources. Job scheduling and dispatch module utilizes built-in scheduling criteria to automate much of the scheduling process.

REDUCING TOTAL COSTS ON MAINTENANCE

CMMS contains maintenance solution which encompasses the entire Maintenance spectrum helping maintenance and facility managers across the globe increase asset life, predict and prevent asset failures, improve labor productivity, reduce costly downtimes, minimize investments in inventory, and lower the total cost of maintenance. Key performance areas are:

Asset Management
Manage all your asset deployment, life cycle planning, expense and salvage, maintenance and repair, from an easy to use fully web based environment.

Customizable, cost effective asset control and reporting create efficiency and complete reliability.

CMMS provides a scalable user oriented architecture with a flexible business process configuration to meet your exact requirements in a CMMS.

CMMS ensures the longevity and reliability of your assets..

Work Management
CMMS manages your day to day maintenance operations, while increasing efficiencies and reducing expenses.

CMMS delivers real business benefits through improved asset and resource utilization, equipment readiness and reduced asset lifecycle costs.

CMMS provides optimization of complex maintenance tasks, resources and better strategic planning. The result is a fully optimized operations and maintenance management program.
INTUITIVE AND PERSONALIZED

**Project Management**

Extensive project management providing critical information ensures peak asset performance and maximum work force efficiency during shutdown.

Effective planning and work scheduling directly contribute to improved operational performance. CMMS’s project management provides easy to use scheduling tools to balance business rules with asset and labour optimization.

Manage all aspects of multiple projects simultaneously while controlling costs, labour utilization and performance.

**Preventive Maintenance**

CMMS provides extensive tools to ensure asset optimization and reliability.

Scheduled preventive maintenance with CMMS provides the initial components for a PM optimization based, Reliability Assurance program.

Asset reliability and performance is critical to operations and cost efficiencies. Azziet's flexible scheduling and real-time data triggers ensures maximum asset potential, uptime and reliability.

CMMS provides simple or complex hierarchical scheduling with an easy to use interface.

**Materials Management**

CMMS provides an array of advanced functionality for complete materials/inventory management.

From purchase to installation, CMMS controls and records all material movement, optimizing stock levels and reducing costs.

Electronic bar coding, configurable warranty and serialization of materials ensures parts are available on time and at the right price.

CMMS creates optimized stocking levels and ideal inventory investments.

**MAKE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT MORE PRODUCTIVE WITH FLEXIBLE WORKSPACE LAYOUT**

DATA SHEET – COMPUTERIZED MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
KEY SERVICES

Design Services
CMMS represents a new era in CMMS that provides each organization, department and even user with the ability to develop custom screens, methodologies and functionality.

That’s why IPROSONIC has developed a proven design and implementation process to ensure the success of your implementation.

Implementation
Before the CMMS system is delivered a thorough understanding of a client’s operations and objectives must be understood and documented.

Our phased implementation approach covers all aspects from initial software specification, design, integration, testing and implementation.

Training Services
IPROSONIC’s global professional services group provides a comprehensive training program specifically implemented with each client’s long term goals in mind to achieve the best business outcome for any organization.

SIMPILIFIED INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Procurement Tools
Efficient and adaptable procurement management, offering a user-definable framework to establish and maintain inventory and procurement policies is key.

CMMS’s extensive supply chain management system ensures operational efficiency and inventory optimization.

Analytics & Reporting
Reporting and Business Intelligent solutions ensure timely, accurate and relevant information is available across the corporate network.

Real-time, dashboard and historical reporting tools are essential for planning, budgeting and executing.

CMMS provides extensive internal reporting as well as integration tools for external business intelligence, and reporting systems.

Ensure regulatory and safety compliance with CMMS’s advanced analytics & reporting.

Labor Management
CMMS’s labor management aligns your workforce with strategic objectives, asset availability and performance.

Improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity of the workforce with the ability to manage locally or globally, maintaining corporate social and economic responsibilities.

CMMS improves labor management & analysis while reducing overall costs.

Service Management
CMMS’s service management aligns asset management goals to overall business objectives and customer requests.

Improve organizational communications and resource planning with effective service management.

CMMS creates proactive service management & customer satisfaction.

CONTACT US
See how CMMS can help you quickly access and manage your plants & manufacturing units.
To learn more, visit www.iprosonic.com or call +91-129-4008990

CORPORATE OFFICE
46, 1st floor, SLF Mall, Sector 30-33, Faridabad – 121003, Haryana
www.iprosonic.com

ALLIANCE GROUP
IPROSONIC Technologies Pvt Ltd is a Software Solution and Services company with a prime focus on Big Data & Analytics, ERP360, Computerize Maintenance Management System and Inventory Management System. It has expertise in designing customized Software solution which can increase the efficiency of System.

Nelumbo Power Technologies is the landmark of long term vision of its promoters to establish a complete Electrical & Automation solutions firm to serve the various industry needs. We are having immense experience & specialization in electrical & automation projects for power industries comprising of Diesel, Gas & Thermal based Captive/Independent power plants.
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